


Indulge Yourself in Natural Lighting as You Enjoy Your Flight
The soft rays of dawn accompanied by the aroma of freshly brewed coffee; 
serene aurora ushers a gentle landing. China Airlines A350 is in harmony with nature 
by fine-tuning mood lighting to recreate sunrise, sunset, and aurora illuminations.
Your body, soul, and mind will be at ease as you enjoy your flight bathed in natural lighting.

Comfort Beyond Your Imagination
China Airlines all-new A350-900 features high-ceiling cabin that draws on a range of innovative features to create 
an exceptional comfort experience. Fly to Europe and other destinations around the world and enjoy a memorable journey. 
A cabin design fusing classic and modern décor with natural lighting, coupled with appetizing inflight delicacies that 
tantalize the taste buds, China Airlines A350 delivers a tranquil travel experience.



Premium
Business Class

Tailored flight comfort begins with 
our Premium Business Class

Premium Business Class 180° full flat ergonomic seating 
18'' screen
Personal storage space
Dragon Claw Lamp
Cosmetic mirror
Amenity kit
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Enjoy your flight in our high-ceiling, spacious and secluded private zone which caters to the unfettered mind.
Ergonomically designed seats transform into extra-wide bed, offering luxurious comfort either sitting or slumbering.



Sky Lounge

Western and Eastern cultures interwoven in 
China Airlines A350

Sky Lounge

Combining Eastern essence with Western polish, Sky Lounge offers calm and tranquil ambiance fit for the cultural elite. 
Experience China Airlines unique and inspired cabin design and enjoy a relaxed and carefree journey.



Premium
Economy Class

129° recline 
12.1'' screen
Leg rest
Three-position foot rest
Four-way adjustable head rest
Personal storage space
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Enjoy the most comfortable space in 
Premium Economy Class

Premium Economy Class

Spacious seating layout that delivers comfort however you sit; fixed-back shell design with 39''
pitch to ensure personal space and plenty of room to stretch. 
China Airlines A350 Premium Economy Class allows you to enjoy a comfortable, undisturbed journey.







Dining & Wine

Onboard delicacies to tantalize your taste buds
Inflight Meals

Kick off a conversation while sampling the gourmet cuisine;
Sample a glass of vintage wine and toast to the new friendship.
China Airlines A350 delivers superb onboard delicacies. From the ambiance to the palate, 
immerse yourself in authentic European elegance as soon as stepping onto the plane.

Photo of inflight meals







The abstract background pattern contains randomly arranged 
persimmons, incorporating natural elements into the cabin design 

to symbolize “Persistent Prosperity.”
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